Win the Ultimate Shoe Closet from
Refinery29 and Shoe Privee
October 31, 2011
There have been entire books dedicated to
the seemingly complex problem of how to
make a woman happy. But the truth is that
for many women, it only takes two words.
Free. Shoes.
Refinery 29 and Shoe Privee are teaming
up to make one lucky woman very happy
with The Ultimate Shoe Closet
Sweepstakes. The winner will receive 12
pairs of shoes — with a new pair delivered every month for a year.
“Refinery29 is an amazing resource for fashion-forward women to discover emerging
trends,” said Courtney Rhueban, head buyer at Shoe Privee. “We’re excited to offer their
readers a peek into our Shoe Closet and we know that our members will appreciate the
inspiration and insight provided by the Refinery29 editors.”
Refinery29 is the cornerstone of fashion, beauty, and shopping for a new generation.
Through its daily newsletters and online style hub, Refinery29 provides resources for
shopping, exclusive deals, trends, beauty news, local hot-spots, and at-home sneakpeeks of fashion’s finest.
The Ultimate Shoe Closet Sweepstakes is an amazing opportunity for any fashionista to
fulfill her wildest shoe fantasies. Read the expert style tips at refinery29.com and then
get the shoes to complete the look at shoeprivee.com.
To be eligible to win, simply go to http://bit.ly/ShoeClosetContest and fill out the short
entry form between now and November 11. Entry is free and is faster than changing your
boots.
The winning entry will be selected by a random drawing on or about January 15 from all
eligible entries received.
###
Shoe Privee is the ultimate shoe club offering shoe lovers and fashionistas VIP-access
to exclusive sales featuring name brand shoes for more than 50% off suggested retail
prices. The club designed for women who love shoes, fresh trends and good deals.
Rather than requiring members to wait an entire month for updated styles, new shoes
arrive weekly.

